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Alkali-borosilicate glasses are one of the most used types of glasses with a high
technological importance. In order to optimize glasses for diverse applications, an
understanding of the correlation between microscopic structure and macroscopic
properties is of central interest in materials science. It has been found that the crack
initiation in borosilicate glasses can be influenced by changes in network interconnectivity.
In the NBS2 borosilicate glass system (74.0SiO2-20.7B2O3-4.3Na2O-1.0Al2O3 in
mol%) two subnetworks are present, i.e., a silicate and a borate network. Increasing
cooling rates during processing were found to improve glasses crack resistance.
Simultaneously, an increase in the network interconnectivity accompanied by an
increasing capacity for densification were noticed. Their individual contribution to the
mechanic response, however, remained unclear. In the present study the borosilicate
glasses were systematically modified by addition of up to 4.0mol% Al2O3. Changes in the
network connectivity as well as the short- and medium-range order were characterized
using Raman and NMR spectroscopy. Both the Raman and the 11B NMR results show
that four-fold-coordinated boron is converted into three-fold-coordination as the Al2O3
content increases. Additionally, 27Al NMR experiments show that aluminum is dominantly
present in four-fold coordination. Aluminum-tetrahedra are thus charge balanced by
sodium ions and incorporated into the silicate network. Finally, nanoindentation testing
was employed to link the inherent glass structure and its network configuration to the
mechanical glass response. It was found that the glass softens with increasing Al2O3
content, which enhances the crack resistance of the borosilicate glass.
Keywords: spectroscopy, Raman, Brillouin, NMR, mechanical testing, glass structure, indentation
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays oxide glasses are important structural and functional components. The variety of
possible applications places different demands on the material. While glass fibers are intended to
be stiff, glass used for protective screens needs to be rather flexible (Gross and Price, 2017; Januchta
et al., 2019b). The reliability of glass, however, is usually limited by brittle fracture. Approaches to
design damage resistant glass are of high scientific significance (Wondraczek et al., 2011); ranging
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from local ion implantation (Price et al., 2009; Gross and Price,
2017) over compositional design (Malchow et al., 2015; Rosales-
Sosa et al., 2016; Januchta et al., 2019b) to changes in the thermal
history (Malchow et al., 2015; Zehnder et al., 2017a). Multi-
component alkali-borosilicate glasses represent a widely used
type of special glasses with a high technological importance.
Low alkali glasses, for instance, exhibit a low thermal expansion
coefficient and a relatively high softening temperature. They are
highly resistant against thermal shock, chemically resistant, and
exhibit a high hardness as well as good optical properties. This
makes them suitable for a wide range of applications, such as for
substrates in electronic devices or as household and laboratory
ware (Ellison and Cornejo, 2010; Mauro, 2014; Smedskjaer et al.,
2014). They are used for toxic and nuclear waste immobilization
but also in high performance optics (Ehrt, 2000; Rouxel, 2007).
A general understanding of the correlation between the network
structure and the mechanical response is essential to tailor
enhanced properties in multi-component alkali poor borosilicate
glasses (Kurkjian et al., 2010; Wondraczek et al., 2011; Mauro,
2014).
Glass processing (thermal history and pressure) and chemical
alterations can strongly influence the structure in boron-
containing glasses. In this context, the coordination of boron
can change from three-fold BO3 (B
III) to four-fold [BO4]
− (BIV)
units. Thereby, differences in the structural homogeneity of the
glass are introduced (Dell et al., 1983; Möncke et al., 2003,
2006; Wondraczek et al., 2007, 2010). The network structure of
borosilicate glass can be investigated based on experimental 11B
NMR results (Dell et al., 1983; Wondraczek et al., 2007). The
model by Dell and Bray (Yun and Bray, 1978; Yun et al., 1979;
Dell et al., 1983) describes the mechanism behind the creation
of non-bridging oxygen atoms (nbO) and thereby the structural
evolution of the glass when alkali cations are added. The values
of R and K, defined as [Na2O]/[B2O3] and [Si2O]/[B2O3],
are especially helpful for predicting structural changes with
chemical variation. Nevertheless, it has to be considered that the
model of Bray and Dell exhibits some limitations. The model
predicts complete phase separation for binary borosilicate glasses,
whereas Wang and Stebbins (1998) and Martens and Müller-
Warmuth (2000) were able to show that there is a considerable
mixing of B2O3 and SiO2 networks. With increasing amount
of modifier oxides, neutral trigonal BO3-units are transformed
into charged [BO4]
− units. Thereby, planar units (BIII) are
transformed into tetrahedral units (BIV) reinforcing the three-
dimensionality of the glass network. As a consequence, the
network structure is strengthened (Biscoe and Warren, 1938;
Vogel, 1994). In contrast to silica glass, where the network
depolymerizes continuously as the network modifier content
increases (and the share of nbO increases), borosilicate glasses
behave differently. The network connectivity in borosilicate
glasses initially increases, which strengthens the glass. At a certain
point, when R reaches a value of 0.5, the behavior changes and a
further increase of the modifier oxide concentration leads to the
formation of nbO on trigonal borate and/or silicate tetrahedra
(Milberg et al., 1972; Möncke et al., 2003; Winterstein-Beckmann
et al., 2014a). In low-R glasses, where R is smaller than 0.5, the
fraction of four coordinated boron N4 can be approximated to
equal to R (Möncke et al., 2003; Winterstein-Beckmann et al.,
2013; Januchta et al., 2019b). In this range the R-value of 0.2
defines the line of boron oxide anomaly at which many material
properties exhibit extrema (Möncke et al., 2003; Winterstein-
Beckmann et al., 2014a). Those features make borosilicate glasses
a very interesting system to study the link between structural
alterations to the mechanical response (Winterstein-Beckmann
et al., 2014a,b; Malchow et al., 2015; Zehnder et al., 2017a,b).
Instrumented (nano-)indentation testing has become a widely
used tool to investigate the deformation mechanisms of glass, as
it activates a variety of possible responses: elastic contact, inelastic
shear flow, densification and cracking (Rouxel, 2015; Yoshida
et al., 2016; Januchta and Smedskjaer, 2019; Yoshida, 2019).
Whereas, indentation-based methods to asses fracture toughness
and their applicability to oxide glasses is controversially discussed
in the literature (Bruns et al., 2017, 2020; Rouxel and Yoshida,
2017; Yoshida, 2019), indentation testing remains one of the best
solutions to compare glasses in terms of critical loads for crack
initiation (Wada et al., 1974; Kato et al., 2010; Yoshida, 2019).
Significant shifts in crack resistance have been observed upon
chemical variations (Kato et al., 2010; Barlet et al., 2015; Malchow
et al., 2015), different thermal histories (Malchow et al., 2015;
Zehnder et al., 2017a), or upon compression (Januchta et al.,
2017). Enhanced crack initiation loads were often referred to
excess free volume and enhanced densification contribution to
the deformation process (Kato et al., 2010; Januchta et al., 2017;
Yoshida, 2019).
The sodium borosilicate glass NBS2 exhibits a composition
(74 SiO2-20.7 B2O3-4.3 Na2O-1.0 Al2O3 mol%) which places the
glass directly on the line of the boron oxide anomaly (Möncke
et al., 2006). The glass exhibits some interesting features, i.e., that
the network structure can be influenced by the thermal history
of the glass (Möncke et al., 2003, 2006, 2015b). Small pieces
of quenched NBS2 exhibits superior fracture properties, which
have been attributed to changed subnet connectivity and the
larger extent of free volume (Malchow et al., 2015). Quenching,
however, limits both sample size and reproducibility. In general,
quenching suppresses phase separation by freezing the high
temperature configuration of the glass (Möncke et al., 2003, 2006,
2015b). Al2O3 can be added for a similar purpose to the sodium
borosilicate glass, namely to overpass themiscibility gap (Möncke
et al., 2003).
In the present study, a larger fraction of Al2O3 is added
to the NBS2 glass composition. The effect of Al2O3 addition
on the network structure and the mechanical response is
investigated and compared to quenching effects. Elastic-
plastic properties from indentation testing and Brillouin
spectroscopy are correlated to short- and midrange structural
changes measured by Raman and 11B/27Al solid-state NMR.




NBS2 borosilicate glasses with increasing Al2O3 content were
prepared in 50 g batches using standard melt cooling methods.
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The NBS ratio (74 SiO2-20.7 B2O3-4.3 Na2O mol%) was kept
constant while the Al2O3 content was successively increased
from 1.0 to 4.0 mol%. The starting materials SiO2 (Sigma
Aldrich, 99% p.a.), H3BO3 (Roth, ≥99.8%), Na2CO3 (Sigma
Aldrich ≥99.5%) and Al2O3 (Sigma Aldrich) were mixed and
dried for approximately 12 h at 400◦C in a covered platinum-
rhodium crucible. Glass melting was performed in a platinum
crucible at 1,100◦C (heating rate of ∼20 K/min) with a dwell
time of 30min in order to evaporate CO2. In the next step
the temperature was increased to 1,500◦C with a heating rate
of ∼10 K/min. The temperature was kept constant for 60min
with a closed lid to avoid possible evaporation. After this step
the temperature was increased to 1,600◦C and held constant
for another 45min. Just before pouring the glass onto a brass
block the furnace was raised to 1,650◦C to improve the flow
properties. Finally, the samples were crushed and molten one
more time to ensure a homogeneous mixture. During cooling the
melt was first poured into a preheated graphite mold (500◦C)
which was slowly cooled down to room temperature with a
cooling rate of about 30 K/h. These samples are referred to as
“furnace cooled” (fc). Additionally, samples of each composition
were fast cooled by quenching in water, in the order of 200◦C/s,
hence they are referred to as “quenched” (qu). The henceforth
discussion refers to the “furnace cooled” condition if the cooling
rate is not specified. The sample containing 4.0 mol% Al2O3
was too viscous to pour, so the melt was transferred with
the crucible in the preheated furnace and cooled down to
room temperature. Subsequently the sample was drilled out of
the crucible.
Densities were measured by the Archimedes method in
toluene. At least 5 pieces between 0.1 and 1.0 g of weight
were used and the mean and standard deviation of the
results are given in Table 3. ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled
Plasma—Optical Emission Spectrometry) was performed to
analyze the chemical composition. Table 1 summarizes the glass
compositions. It is shown that the determined proportion of
B2O3 is ∼5 mol% higher than the intended weighed amount.
Simultaneously the SiO2 content is also ∼5 mol% lower than
intended. A typical error source for quantitative analysis by
ICP-OES is incomplete dissolution of borosilicate glasses, where
silica is known to be easily be underrepresented in solution.
Unfortunately, the light element boron is hard to quantify with
SEM-EDX (Scanning Electron Microscope—Energy Dispersive
X-ray Spectroscopy) or XRF (X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy).
The negligible loss of volatile boron from the melt was
however confirmed by the measured B/Al-ratio, which was
close to the expected values. A systematic, near constant
loss of sodium ions during melting is however revealed
by quantitative analysis. Since the sodium concentration
remains constant, the discussion of the competing efforts of
aluminate and borate units for the modifier oxide on structure
and properties is not affected by the deviation from the
nominal composition. Since effects of Al2O3 addition are of
prime interest in the present study the samples are labeled
according to their Al2O3 content. The nominal compositions
were used in the manuscript henceforth in order to keep
labeling simple.
Nanoindentation Testing
Nanoindentation testing was performed using a Keysight1 G200
nanoindenter. The indentation tests were executed under air-
conditioned laboratory conditions (humidity in the range of
33%) at room temperature using a Synton-MDP2 Berkovich
pyramidal indenter as default tip geometry. Tip area function
and machine compliance were calibrated on a commercial fused
silica reference sample according to the procedure of Oliver and
Pharr (1992). Indentation testing was performed in continuous
stiffness mode (CSM) a constant strain rate ε̇ of 0.05 s−1. In
CSM mode the loading cycle is superimposed with a 2 nm
amplitude displacement oscillation at 45Hz, which allows to
record hardness H and indentation modulus El as a function of
penetration depth. Hardness and modulus values were averaged
in a depth range between 500 and 2,000 nm using at least 9
performed indentations. In this depth range, both hardness and
modulus exhibit a depth independent, constant value.
Indentation fracture was studied in high load mode with a
default step size of 1N and a maximum loading of 10N using
a constant loading rate of 0.1 N/s. This study also included
sharper three-sided pyramidal tips having centerline-to-face
angles of 50◦ and 35.26◦ (Cube Corner) as well as a four-sided
Vickers pyramid.
Solid State NMR
Single resonance MAS-NMR (Magic Angle Spinning—Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance) spectra were recorded at 7.0 and 11.7 T
using a Bruker Avance III 300 MHz spectrometer and a Varian
VNMRs 500 NMR spectrometer. Single pulse 27Al and 11B
spectra were measured in commercial MAS-NMR probes using
4mm and 1.6mm rotors. The operation conditions are specified
in Supplementary Table 1. Chemical shifts are reported relative
to an aqueous solution of 1M Al(NO3)3 (δiso = 0 ppm) and a
1M H3BO3 solution (δiso = 0 ppm).
11B triple-quantum (TQ)-
MAS-NMR spectra were measured at 11.7 T at a spinning speed
of 25.0 kHz using the three-pulse zero-filtering sequence (Medek
et al., 1995). The hard excitation and reconversion pulses were 1.0
and 4.0 µs long. The third soft detection pulse had a duration of
10 µs and the relaxation delay was 5 s. The program DMFit was
used to analyze the spectra (Massiot et al., 2002).
Raman/Brillouin
Polished glass plates (co-planar for platelet Brillouin) were
used for Raman and Brillouin spectroscopic studies. Raman
spectra were obtained in the range from 100 to 1,600 cm−1
with a Thermo Nicolet Almega XR Raman using a 532 nm
laser excitation. To achieve a good spectral resolution each
spectrum was collected with 5 scans of 120 s exposure time with
a 50x objective. The spectra were background corrected with a
polynomial function and normalized to the total area using the
LabSpec R© software by HORIBA Scientific.
Brillouin spectra in backscattering (180◦) and platelet (45◦)
geometries were measured with an Associated Raman Brillouin
Calorimetry (ARABICA) set up (Veber et al., 2017). The samples
1Keysight Technologies, Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, United States.
2Synton-MDP AG, Nidau, Switzerland.
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TABLE 1 | Nominal and measured compositions of the glasses under investigation.
Glass SiO2 [mol%] B2O3 [mol%] Na2O[mol%] Al2O3 [mol%]
Nominal ICP-OES Nominal ICP-OES Nominal ICP-OES Nominal ICP-OES
1.0% Al 74.00 69.75 20.70 25.59 4.30 3.32 1.00 1.33
1.5% Al 73.62 68.34 20.60 26.35 4.28 3.47 1.50 1.82
2.0% Al 73.25 68.60 20.49 25.77 4.26 3.34 2.00 2.28
4.0% Al 71.76 68.22 20.07 24.57 4.17 3.40 4.00 3.81
were excited with a 488 nm laser with 100 mW. The mean of
the Anti-Stokes and the Stokes peak positions were used. For
the platelet measurements, polished and coplanar thin samples
were measured under a 45◦ angle. The Poisson’s ratio (ν) can
be directly calculated from the ratio between the longitudinal
and transversal mode peak positions. For the backscattered
measurements the laser beam was focused with a microscope
(50x objective) at roughly 10µmbelow the surface. The refractive
index n was measured at 488 nm using an Abbé refractometer.
From the backscattering measurement and using the sample
refractive index and density the longitudinal modulus M was
estimated. Then all the other elastic moduli: Young’s (E),
Shear (G), and Bulk (K) can be determined (Polian, 2003;
Reibstein et al., 2011). Coupling the two geometries reduce
very significantly the uncertainties which were evaluated by
error propagation.
RESULTS
The Effect of Al2O3 Addition on the Glass
Structure
Structural changes in the NBS2 borosilicate glass upon Al2O3
addition were studied using both NMR and Raman spectroscopy.
Alterations of the Raman spectra with increasing Al2O3 amount
are shown in Figure 1 for the “furnace cooled” series.
Raman Spectroscopy
Four dominant regions which can be associated with structural
changes can be distinguished in the Raman spectra. The small
shift to higher wave numbers with increasing Al2O3 amount
in the silicate network deformation mode (200–620 cm−1) can
be associated with a change of the ring size in the silicate
sub-network or a small decrease of the mean angle between
tetrahedra. The small band at about 600 cm−1 increases slightly
with increasing Al2O3 content, which indicates the presence
of three membered silicate rings. The region between 700 and
850 cm−1 shows the typical breathings modes for boroxol (805
cm−1) and borate rings with one or two four-fold coordinated
boron units (∼770 and 760 cm−1). As observed in Figure 1C
the boroxol ring band increases with increasing Al2O3 amount
whereas the amount of four-fold coordinated boron decreases
and finally vanishes for the sample with 4.0 mol% Al2O3. This
indicates that sodium favors aluminum instead of boron for
charge compensation. Hence, Al takes the role of an additional
network former in the glasses.
The stretching vibrations of the Si-O (in fully polymerized
Q4 units, silicate tetrahedra with 4 bridging oxygen atoms) and
mixed Si-O-B bonds can be seen in the region between 950 and
1,250 cm−1 (Figure 1D).
All modes intensities increase with increasing Al2O3 content,
while the intensity of the high energy side of Q4 modes increases
faster than the lower energy bands of the same Si-O stretching
envelop-modes. The observed variationsmight reflect a change of
connectivity from Si-O-BIII to Si-O-AlIV. In the region of highest
frequency (between 1,250 and 1,600 cm−1) no significant changes
with Al variation can be observed. BIII-O stretching modes of
rings are weaker in relative intensity than the ring breathing
modes observed at 750–800 cm−1 and the small variations of ring
BIII-O vs. non-ring BIII-O populations upon Al2O3 addition (see
NMR section here below) do not result in significant changes of
the high frequency envelop.
NMR Spectroscopy
NMR spectroscopy can be used to study the local environments
of individual elements and helps in the unambiguous assignment
of Raman bands and thus the verification of the Raman results.
Figure 2 shows the 27Al MAS-NMR spectra (Magic Angle
Spinning) of the furnace cooled series. Only the central transition
of the 27Al nuclear spins (I = 5/2) is observed in these spectra.
The spectra show the typical asymmetric line shapes which are
centered at around 45 ppm. This suggests that most of the Al
is four-fold coordinated while the relative broad line shapes can
be explained by a broad distribution of the existing quadrupole
parameters. These findings correspond well to observations on
charge balanced sodium aluminosilicate glasses in the literature
(Eckert, 1992, 1994; Eden, 2015). For the investigated glasses,
the chemical shift indicates that aluminum must be fully present
as negatively charged [AlO4]
− units. The [AlO4]
− is charge
balanced by positive charged sodium ions in order to achieve
charge neutrality in the glass. Thus, Al is completely incorporated
into the polymerized glass network.
The effect of Al2O3 addition on the
11B MAS-NMR spectra
is shown in Figure 3A. The spectra (solid lines) can generally be
deconvoluted into two distinct types of line shape components.
One belongs to four-fold coordinated boron (BIV, Gaussian line
near 0 ppm) and the broader one is correlated to three-fold
coordinated boron (two anisotropic line shapes between δiso
= 17 and 13 ppm) arising from interactions of the nuclear
electric quadrupole moment of the 11B with electrostatic field
gradients created by the trigonal planar bonding geometry
of three-coordinate boron (BIII) species. Due to the different
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Area normalized Raman spectra of NBS2 glasses with changing Al2O3 amount. Enlarged details show the silicate deformation modes (B) between
150 and 650 cm−1, the borate and boroxol ring modes (C) between 675 and 850 cm−1, and (D) stretching modes of borate tetrahedra at 920 cm−1, Si-O stretching
modes between 950 and 1,250 cm−1, and of trigonal borate entities between 1,250 and 1,600 cm−1.
environment, the broad resonance in the range 18–2 ppm can be
divided into two signal components typical for boron. The broad
signal consists of two signal components with a characteristic line
shape for the central m = ½ <-> m = –½ transition of a spin-
3/2 11B nuclear isotopes that can be assigned to the BIII. Martens
et al. assigned in binary borosilicate glasses the signal near 17 ppm
to boroxol rings. They assigned the signal near 13 ppm, found
in high silicate borosilicate glasses, to boron atoms in mixed
borosilicate phase (Martens and Müller-Warmuth, 2000). van
Wüllen and Schwering (2002) extended this model and assigned
the signal close to 17 ppm to boroxol rings in a borate-like
network and the signal near 13 ppm as a superposition of BIII
units in a borate environment and BIII units in a borosilicate
environment. Previous studies on this glass system were also
able to prove a spatial proximity of the BIII and BIV to Si by
2D 11B/29Si correlation experiments (Du and Stebbins, 2003;
Möncke et al., 2015a). In the literature, a chemical shift of about
0 ppm for the BIV-units is attributed to tetrahedral borate units
where one B-atom is connected to 3 silica and 1 boron group. A
quantitative deconvolution of the line shape allows to determine
the fraction of both boron species (MacKenzie and Smith, 2002).
All line shape parameters used for fitting the spectra are listed
in Supplementary Table 2. For the glass with the lowest Al2O3
content the highest fraction of BIV at 12% is measured. With
increasing Al content, the amount of BIV decreases (Figure 3B).
For the three-coordinated boron species the low value of
the electric field gradient asymmetry parameter (0.25 ± 0.03)
indicates a species close to axial symmetry such as the one
known for neutral trigonal coordinated boron, BIII. As expected
from the composition, anionic meta- or pyroborate groups for
which asymmetry parameters close to 0.5 are expected (Stebbins
et al., 2000) can be ruled out since their typical line shapes are
not visible in the recorded spectrum. A closer look at the data
indicates that there are two distinct types of BIII species present in
the MAS-NMR spectra, showing different chemical shifts. A 11B-
MQMAS (Multi Quantum MAS) experiment was performed on
one sample (2.0 mol% Al2O3) in order to verify this observation.
TheMQMAS allows to resolve the previously overlapping signals
into two isolated line shapes by selective investigation of themulti
quantum transitions (here triple quantum). A representative
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FIGURE 2 | 27Al MAS-NMR spectra of the furnace cooled NBS2-Glasses at
300 MHz.
deconvolution is shown in Figure 3A (dotted lines) and for a
typical 11B-MQMAS as presented in Figure 3C. The dominant
species near 17 ppm can be characterized with BIII units showing
connectivity with other boron species whereas the BIII groups
close to 13 ppm indicate BIII units taking part in non-ring
structures like B-O-Si linkages (Möncke et al., 2015b).
The deconvolution results from the NMR investigation
are summarized in Figure 3B and Supplementary Data. The
original Dell and Bray model (R) (Dell et al., 1983) does not
consider the incorporation of Al2O3 in the glass structure. For
our compositions since K is 3.6, R-values express directly N4
and remain constant at 0.21, showing that there should be
no change in boron coordination. The NMR results disprove
this simplification. If now the sodium fraction mobilized to
compensate the aluminum is taken into account, a modified
fraction of four-coordinated boron R
′
can be evaluated according
to Januchta et al. (2019b).
R
′




Here it is evident that the proportion of B4 decreases with
increasing amount of Al whereas the share of BIII increases
(Table 2). This view agrees well with the 11B-NMR results
where the fraction of four coordinated boron N4 decreases with
increasing fraction of Al2O3. The analysis of the
11BNMR further
shows that the proportion of BIII in non-ring configuration
seems to remain constant, which indicates a reduction of the
BIV-O-Si linkage.
The Effect of Quenching on the Glass
Structure
The effect of the thermal history on the network structure can
be investigated comparing Raman spectra of a quenched and a
furnace cooled sample (Figure 4A). The spectrum can be divided
into four regions (see for comparison Möncke et al., 2015a). The
small shift to higher values in the silicate network deformation
mode (200–620 cm−1) for the quenched sample can also be
associated with a decrease of the inter-tetrahedral angle due to
an increasing amount of smaller sized rings and/or an evolution
of the Si-O-B connectivity. In the region between 700 and 850
cm−1 the typical modes for borate and boroxol rings can be
observed. The borate peak loses intensity with increasing cooling
rate (red arrow); a similar effect as observed by Al2O3 addition
(blue arrow). The fraction of boroxol rings, in turn, behaves
anti proportional to the effect of Al2O3 addition and decreases
also with increasing cooling rate. In the region between 1,000
and 1,200 cm−1 which is associated with the bond stretching Si-
O, Al-O, and B-O, a higher quenching rate has the same effect
than the addition of Al with an increase of the contribution
at 1,030 cm−1. In the region between 1,250 and 1,600 cm−1 a
slight decrease of the signal intensity around 1,500 cm−1 can
be observed for the temperature treated sample. This decrease
can be assigned to an increase of N4 at higher cooling rate.
Möncke et al. found the same trends in their investigations of
the influence of the thermal history within this glass system. The
increase of the mixed Si-O-B band at about 1,150 cm−1, however,
has not been observed in the present study (Möncke et al.,
2015a). Those results show that a faster cooling rate results in a
different glass network within or between the first coordination
spheres. NMR supports those findings. All the recorded spectra
(Supplementary Figure 1) are very similar. Figures 4B,C show
the 11BNMR and 27Al NMR spectra of the 1.0mol%Al quenched
glass sample. From the 11B spectra a change in the range of
the BIII units can be observed. The proportion of BIII non-
ring units is more pronounced compared to the BIII ring units.
For the signal which can be assigned to the BIV units a slight
shift from 0.3 ppm to a higher chemical shift can be detected.
This indicates a higher interconnectivity between the borate and
silicate network in the quenched glasses. It is consistent with the
results found in the Raman spectra and the literature (Möncke
et al., 2006; Malchow et al., 2015). In the 27Al NMR spectrum
the linear shape remains constant and only a slight shift from 2
to 3 ppm to lower values is visible upon quenching. This means
that the Al coordination is not affected by the cooling rate and
that the bond Al-O is only slightly affected by the structural
modifications mainly taking place in the vicinity of boron atoms.
The proportion of BIII and BIV is constant with increasing cooling
rate, which is different from other borosilicate glasses (Angeli
et al., 2012).
The Mechanical Properties
The mechanical properties of the NBS2 glass series are studied
using nanoindentation and Brillouin spectroscopy. Brillouin
spectroscopy allows to determine elastic material properties such
as Young’s modulus E, bulk modulus K, shear modulus G, P-wave
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FIGURE 3 | (A) 11B MAS-NMR at 500 MHz. The figure shows the evolution of three boron bands (two for three-fold coordinated and one for four-fold coordinated
boron). Solid lines show the MAS spectra and the dotted lines show a typical deconvolution of 11B NMR spectra using Multi Quantum MAS. The first dotted line with
two peaks ranging from 18 to 5 ppm is assigned to BIII ring, the second line from 13 to 2 ppm to BIII non-ring and the third dotted line with a Gaussian shape centered
at 0 ppm to BIV. (B) The boron ring configuration according to 11B-MAS NMR results for the furnace cooled glasses. (C) 11B MQMAS-NMR-Spectra of the sample
with 2.0 mol% Al2O3. Deconvolution of the three spectra in isolated signals.
TABLE 2 | The fraction of tetragonal boron: N4NMR are the results from NMR
deconvolution.
NBS2 glass N4NMR R
′
= N4Charge compensation R = N4
1.0 mol% Al 0.12 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.02 0.21
1.5 mol% Al 0.11 ± 0.03 0.13 ± 0.02 0.21
2.0 mol% Al 0.07 ± 0.03 0.11 ± 0.02 0.21
4.0 mol% Al 0.02 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.02 0.21
For comparison the Dell and Bray model is applied for the nominal glass composition
without the consideration of Al2O3 in that case, R gives the theoretical amount of B
IV . If
Al2O3 is assumed to mobilize as charge compensator a fraction of the Na then a modified
R factor called here R′ can be calculated (see text for more details).
modulus M, and Poisson’s ratio ν if the density is known. For
this purpose, density ρwas determined according to the principle
of Archimedes. The determined parameters are summarized in
Table 3. Both density and elastic properties slightly decrease
with quenching rate. The addition of Al has no significant effect
on density. The Poisson’s ratio within the error bars remains
constant for all the samples.
Nanoindentation testing probes the elastic-plastic material
behavior and reveals that Young’s modulus E values match
the absolute values determined by Brillouin spectroscopy
surprisingly well (Table 3). Moreover, the values obtained for
the conventional NBS2 glass (containing 1 mol% Al2O3) agree
well with the literature (Limbach et al., 2015). With an increased
Al2O3 amount both hardness and modulus decrease (Figure 5).
This tendency can be observed in furnace cooled as well as
quenched glass. For a single glass composition an increasing
cooling rate (quenching) results in lower H and E values, an
observation supported by the literature (Ito and Taniguchi, 2004;
Deng and Du, 2018). For the conventional NBS2 glass quenching
interestingly has a similar effect on H and E as the addition
of further 3.0 mol% Al2O3. This similitude is very interesting
because it will allow us to analyze the structural modifications
at iso elastic properties. Later on, in the discussion we will
systematically compare these three key conditions: furnace
cooled 1.0 mol% Al2O3, quenched 1.0 mol% Al2O3 and furnace
cooled 4.0 mol% Al2O3.
The fracture behavior was studied with high load
nanoindentation using various tip geometries. For Berkovich
indentation the furnace cooled NBS2 glass (1 mol% Al2O3)
shows mainly radial and conical cracking (Figure 6A). The crack
systems occur mixed even for similar loading, so no clear trend
could be observed.
Quenching the NBS2 glass (1.0 mol% Al2O3) to room
temperature leads to a strongly stochastic cracking behavior and
a significant increase in chipping andmixed fracture where many
crack systems are active simultaneously (Figure 6B). Pure radial
cracking does not appear at all while pure cone cracking can be
observed to a very small amount.
The addition of Al2O3, in turn, unifies the crack pattern
(Figure 6C). The 4.0 mol% Al2O3 containing NBS2 glass shows
mainly edge cracks and lateral bright shining traces in the vicinity
of the contact. When those cracks propagate to the surface
they lead to chipping. Edge cracks are likely introduced by
the tensile component, accompanied with sink-in upon loading,
and typically penetrate only straight down to a very small
depth (Mound and Pharr, 2019). Occasionally chipping can be
observed, even at smaller loads.
Switching indenter geometries from the rather blunt
Berkovich to the sharp cube corner tip unifies the cracking
behavior within the NBS2 series. Radial cracking becomes
predominant with increasing indenter sharpness, which is
in good accordance with the literature (Gross, 2012; Bruns
et al., 2020). However, cube corner indentation is usually
accompanied with traces of chipping and, depending on the
degree of chipping, the indentations show significant differences
in radial crack extension (Figure 6D), ruling out a quantification
of cracking according to Lawn et al. (1980).
The estimate of a fracture probability, however, allows to
investigate qualitatively the cracking behavior of the borosilicate
glass in terms of damage resistance value. In contrast to the
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FIGURE 4 | (A) Thermal history effect on the glass structure obtained by Raman spectroscopy. Red arrows indicate changes by quenching while the blue arrows
indicate changes upon Al2O3 addition for comparison. (B)
11B-MAS NMR and (C) 27Al-MAS NMR spectrum of a furnace cooled and quenched sample.
TABLE 3 | Density and mechanic properties of the investigated NBS2 glass series obtained by Brillouin spectroscopy and nanoindentation testing.
Al2O3
[mol%]










1.0 2.131 ± 0.006 30.62 ± 0.05 14.92 ± 0.02/8.86 ± 0.01 55.1 ± 0.4 0.228 ± 0.005 19.4 ± 0.4 29.2 ± 0.5 47.7 ± 0.7 47.6 ± 0.4 5.99 ± 0.04
1.0 qu. 2.122 ± 0.006 29.99 ± 0.05 14.43 ± 0.03/8.53 ± 0.03 52.9 ± 0.4 0.232 ± 0.005 18.4 ± 0.4 28.3 ± 0.5 45.4 ± 0.7 46.0 ± 0.2 5.64 ± 0.05
1.5 2.133 ± 0.010 30.60 ± 0.05 14,74 ± 0.01/8.73 ± 0.01 55.1 ± 0.6 0.230 ± 0.005 19.3 ± 0.5 29.4 ± 0.8 47.6 ± 1.2 47.5 ± 0.3 5.88 ± 0.04
1.5 qu. 2.132 ± 0.004 29.65 ± 0.05 14.52 ± 0.06/8.55 ± 0.03 51.9 ± 0.4 0.235 ± 0.005 18.0 ± 0.4 28.0 ± 0.5 44.5 ± 0.7 – –
2.0 2.130 ± 0.002 30,41 ± 0.05 14.71 ± 0.03/8.69 ± 0.02 54.5 ± 0.3 0.232 ± 0.005 19.0 ± 0.4 29.1 ± 0.6 46.8 ± 0.8 46.1 ± 0.1 5.72 ± 0.04
2.0 qu. 2.124 ± 0.012 29,74 ± 0.05 14.41 ± 0.05/8.47 ± 0.03 52.0 ± 0.8 0.236 ± 0.005 18.0 ± 0.5 28.0 ± 0.7 44.4 ± 1.0 43.7 ± 0.2 5.32 ± 0.03
4.0 2.137 ± 0.004 30.35 ± 0.05 14.52 ± 0.04/8.59 ± 0.06 54.3 ± 0.2 0.235 ± 0.005 18.8 ± 0.3 29.2 ± 0.4 46.4 ± 0.6 45.5 ± 0.2 5.59 ± 0.02
FIGURE 5 | (A) Young’s modulus and (B) Hardness from nanoindentation testing (solid symbols). An estimate of Young’s modulus from Brillouin spectroscopy is
shown as open symbols. The thermal history, furnace cooled or quenched, is indicated by black or red color, respectively.
concept of Wada et al. (1974) and Kato et al. (2010), different
crack systems are not differentiated in the present study. In this
manner, the number of indents showing cracking Ncrack was
related to the total number of indentations Ntotal for a given
indentation load.
Fracture probabilities were calculated for all examined
indenter geometries, those for Vickers and cube corner tip
geometry are shown in Figure 7, while Berkovich and 50◦ are
provided as Supplementary Data. The rather blunt Berkovich
or Vickers indenter exhibit huge scatter within the individual
series, likely caused by the variety of the active crack system.
The huge differences in crack morphology among the glasses
complicates a further comparison. However, using the sharper
cube-corner indenter, with a decreasing indenter centerline-to-
face angle, the fracture probability is better defined and the scatter
decreases. The profiles can be fitted with a sigmoidal function
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FIGURE 6 | Indentation cracking upon Berkovich indentation in (A) furnace cooled and (B) quenched NBS2 glass containing 1 mol% Al2O3 as well as (C) in furnace
cooled NBS2 with a larger Al2O3 content of 4 mol%. (D) Cube corner indentation cracking in conventional furnace cooled NBS2 glass. Even though the loading is
equal in both cases, the radial crack length scatters from 11.8 ± 0.8µm (left) to 21.4 ± 0.4µm (right), depending on the extent of chipping.
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FIGURE 7 | Fracture probability of the NBS2 glass series for (A) Vickers and (B) Cube Corner nanoindentation.
TABLE 4 | Fracture initiation load in N, determined with sigmoidal fits from fracture
probability plots (Figure 7).
NBS2 glass Fracture initiation load [N]
Vickers (4-sided) 50◦ (3-sided) Cube corner (3-sided)




4.0 mol% Al >10.0 3.27 0.59
to determine a fracture initiation load, which is here defined
as the corresponding load for 50% fracture probability. For the
Berkovich geometry, scatter was too high to allow a sigmoidal fit,
hence this tip geometry is not listed in Table 4.
For all examined indenter geometries, the furnace cooled
NBS2 glass containing 1.0 mol% Al2O3 exhibits the lowest
cracking threshold value. Quenching shifts the threshold values
toward higher loads as reported in the literature (Malchow et al.,
2015). In a similar manner the fracture initiation loads shifts,
with the addition of Al2O3 further. Especially for sharper tip
geometries, the 4.0 mol% Al2O3 containing NBS2 glass exhibits
even slightly larger threshold values as samples prepared under
the quenched condition.
In the literature, enhanced fracture properties of the quenched
state were attributed to an increased interconnectivity between
the borate and silicate subnetworks (shown by a small negative
shift of 0.3 ppm of the BIV unit from furnace cooled to
quenched glass), but also to the smaller packing density and the
accompanied larger densification ability provided by the glass
prepared under quenching conditions (Malchow et al., 2015). To
further elucidate these effects, the glass structure of the three
key conditions is analyzed by Raman spectroscopy, comparing
spectra at indent center to those of pristine glass (Figure 8).
Deformation is accompanied with a significant shift and
intensity increase of the deformation band below 600 cm−1,
which is called main band in pure SiO2 glass (Figure 8). The
FIGURE 8 | Changes in the area normalized Raman spectra induced by
indentation in furnace cooled NBS2 glass (4 mol% Al2O3). The black curve
represents the pristine condition while the red curve is measured at indent
center.
boroxol and borate ring breathing bands, in turn, decrease in
intensity. This tendency was observed for all three key conditions
(1.0 mol% Al2O3 furnace cooled and quenched, as well as 4.0
mol% Al2O3 furnace cooled). The comparison of the remaining
spectra is provided as Supplementary Data. The deformation
band shift is analyzed according to the procedure proposed by
Deschamps et al. (2011, 2013) by defining a half integral main
band centroid σ as a measure for the main band position. They
established a linear relationship between the band shift 1σ and
densification 1ρ/ρ0 according to:
1p
p
[%] = m× ∆σ (2)
To the best of the author’s knowledge a correlation factor m for
borosilicate glasses has not been determined yet. Deschamps et al.
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1.0 mol% Al 424 467 43 8.6
1.0 mol% Al qu. 430 470 40 8
4.0 mol% Al 430 469 39 7.8
Raman spectroscopy was performed in indent center and for comparison in the
unaffected base material. *Densification is determined using a correlation factor for SiO2,
which may not be applicable to borosilicate glasses.
(2011, 2013) established a correlation factor m = 0.2% cm for
pure SiO2 which was used in this study instead. The densification
deduced and shown in Table 5 is then only given an order of
magnitude but reflects well the trend between the differences.
All glasses exhibit comparable σ values at the center of the
indent. A small difference can be observed for the pristine glass.
Here the conventional NBS2 glass is located at 424 cm−1, while
the quenched and the 4.0 mol% Al2O3 containing glass are
located at 430 cm−1. This offset corresponds to the shift of the
deformation band found in Figures 1B, 4, and the variation of
intensity of the D2 band causing a little larger 1σ.
DISCUSSION
With increasing the content of Al2O3 within the sodium
borosilicate glass, the boroxol amount increases at the cost of BIV
units. This tendency can be observed with both spectroscopical
methods used in the present study, Raman (Figure 1) and NMR
(Figure 3) spectroscopy. Most likely Al is inserted into a former
BIV-O-Si bridge. Thereby BIV is transformed into a BIII unit
and Aluminum takes the role as network former, linking Si and
B subnetworks. The 27Al MAS-NMR spectra further indicate
that the structure within the present glasses is dominated by
a four-fold coordination of Al, described as [AlO4]
− units,
which is charge compensated by Na+ (Figure 9). The tendency
of boron to form a four-fold coordination depends strongly
on the glass composition (Dell et al., 1983), i.e., the type and
availability of network modifier species (Kim and Bray, 1974;
Angeli et al., 2010), and in the given sodium borosilicate glass,
BIV seems to form only with the modifier cations remaining
after Al-modification. This behavior is in good accordance
with the literature as it has also been observed in other
alumino borosilicate glasses (Osipov et al., 2016; Frederiksen
et al., 2018; Bradtmüller et al., 2019). As Al is preferred for
charge compensation of the Na+ species, the formation of
[AlO4]
− units indirectly influences the boron modification,
which is then limited by the remaining fraction of Na+. In
our modification of the Dell and Bray model (Equation 1) the
concentration of BIV units is predicted by taking this behavior
into consideration. The experimental N4-NMR values are only
slightly lower than those delivered by our prediction (Equation
1), which might be ascribed to some loss of sodium ions
during melting.
Based on those results a structural model for the incorporation
of Al2O3 in the structure of the sodium borosilicate glass NBS2
can be developed (Figure 9).
With regard to the mechanical properties, those structural
changes were found to go hand in hand with a softening, as
seen in a reduction of the elastic modulus and hardness. Both
effects can be attributed to the increasing amount of more
flexible trigonal borate units, which softens the network due to
its planar nature, leading to a larger free volume for BIII and a
subsequently reduced stiffness of the glass network (Eagan and
Swearekgen, 1978; Inaba et al., 1999; Januchta et al., 2019b).
Moreover, both quenching and the alumina addition shifts the
fracture initiation load toward higher values for all examined tip
geometries (Figure 7). An investigation of deformation-induced
Raman band shifts upon indentation was performed on the two
extreme cases in order to elucidate whether the enhanced fracture
initiation behavior can be attributed to significant changes in the
predominant deformation process. The study, however, reveals
1σ values in a similar range, so no significant change in
densification ability of the glasses occurred. Hence, the enhanced
crack resistance of the 4 mol% Al2O3 glass cannot be attributed
to densification. This observation is in agreement with a recent
study on alumino borosilicate glasses by Januchta et al. (2019a),
who neither found a direct correlation between the fracture
initiation resistance and densification. The significant changes
in the fraction of boroxol and borate rings upon indentation
rather indicate that those units have played a significant role
during deformation. The Raman study on the pristine glasses
has shown that glasses with larger Al2O3 content exhibit a
larger share of planar BIII units (Figure 1). It is well-known
in the literature that the reduced three dimensionality of the
boron network favors shear deformation (Yoshida et al., 2009;
Januchta and Smedskjaer, 2019). In a similarmanner the intensity
of the band related to planar BIII rings (750–800 cm−1) is
greatly reduced during indentation (Figure 8). Glasses with high
Al2O3 content exhibit more planar boroxol units, hence, a shear
softening effect becomes visible, which manifests in a reduced
glass hardness (Figure 5), similar as found in comparable glass
systems in literature (Januchta et al., 2019a,b). Januchta et al.
(2019b) discusses a correlation between cracking and the boron
configuration. While the crack front has to break B-O bonds
if boron is arranged in rigid tetrahedra, bond breakage might
be avoided if trigonal boron arranges in planar rings. It can be
imagined that adjacent borate rings can be separated without
the need of breaking any bond. Thus, the enhanced fracture
initiation properties of NBS2 glasses with high Al2O3 are likely
to be attributed to the larger share of trigonal boron present in
those glasses. For the quenched glasses the Raman study at indent
center exhibits a strong intensity decrease of the band related
to planar BIII rings (750–800 cm−1). This indicates that those
structural units are involved in deformation. Moreover, the band
related to BIV units (∼770 and 760 cm−1) is more intense in
this qu 1 mol% Al2O3 glass compared to the fc 4 mol% Al2O3
configuration. A significant intensity decrease of this BIV band
upon deformation can be observed there, too. Unfortunately,
the given dataset does not allow for a final conclusion. It is,
however, natural that the structural change induced by quenching
is different from that induced by an addition of Al2O3. It is
therefore normal that the deformation of these glasses is different
to a certain extent even though E, H, and the fracture initiation
properties point in a similar direction.
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FIGURE 9 | Structural change upon ½ Al2O3 addition in the NBS2 sodium borosilicate glass. The ½ O is shared with the network Net represented in red. The B
IV
changed to a BIIIring represented in green here.
Even if elucidating the exact superstructural units connecting
aluminate, borate and silicate is a very difficult task and
remains therefore speculative, some improvement of the global
connectivity can be observed in both quench and Al enriched
samples. In the earlier studies on the influence of the
annealing rate on the mechanical properties of NBS2, the
intermediate range order and connectivity between borate and
silicate units were given much focus. Quenching improved the
interconnectivity of borate and silicate units in this low alkali
borosilicate glass. Indeed, it was shown that trigonal borate had
a higher tendency to bond to silicate than tetrahedral borate.
Differently, alumina is known to reduce the tendency of phase
separation. Its addition helps to close the immiscibility gap,
increases the fraction of trigonal borate and therefore increases
overall the interconnectivity between network formers. Hence,
if it is too complex to attribute the enhanced fracture initiation
properties to certain structural units, the interconnectivity
between network formers seems to play a central role in
both cases.
Finally, it is worth noting that an enhanced fracture initiation
load does not correspond to a higher fracture toughness, which
describes the critical stress intensity factor for crack growth
(Rouxel and Yoshida, 2017; Januchta et al., 2019a). Concerning
the fracture toughness, it is even disadvantageous if the crack
can surpass certain structural units (e.g., boroxol rings) and has
to break less bonds on its way through the material (Januchta
et al., 2019b). As the fracture toughness is directly linked to bond
strength and packing density, similar to the elastic modulus, it is
expected to correlate with E (Rouxel, 2017; Januchta et al., 2019a).
In this manner the decrease in the elastic modulus indicates
a fracture toughness reduction for the NBS2 glass with higher
alumina content and after quenching.
CONCLUSION
The addition of Al2O3 is a promising approach for improving
the crack initiation loading NBS2 sodium borosilicate glass and,
hence, for replicating the effect quenching has on the mechanical
properties in this system. In general, both approaches of Al2O3
addition and quenching aim to prevent phase separation of the
boron and silica subnetworks. Increasing the Al2O3 content
from 1.0 to 4.0 mol% results in more Al-ions acting as network
former linking Si to B units, while four-fold coordination
ensures charge compensation sites for Na+. It is obvious that
quenching increases the network interconnectivity differently,
since the share of Al2O3 is constant. Even though quenching
and Al-additions lead to the formation of different network
structures within the glass, the effect on the mechanical response
is comparable and both the modified NBS2 glass with the highest
Al2O3 content of 4.0 mol% and the quenched state of the
conventional NBS2 glass (1.0 mol% Al2O3) exhibit remarkably
similar modulus and hardness values. The fracture initiation
load shifts toward higher loads following both approaches. The
different network structures forming upon Al2O3 addition and
quenching, however, manifest in differences in the crack pattern.
While under the quenched condition a variety of crack systems
is activated due to local variations in the glass structure, the
addition of Al2O3 unifies the crack pattern and reduces scatter in
the fracture probability plots (Figure 7). In this manner, Al2O3
represents a more reliable approach for improving the fracture
initiation behavior of borosilicate glass.
While in the literature the improvement of fracture properties
is often attributed to a more pronounced densification ability
of the enhanced glass (Malchow et al., 2015), recent studies
question whether densification alone can enable such significant
improvements (Bruns et al., 2017). Raman investigations along
indents reveal comparable band shifts for all examined glasses
within the present study. Those results clearly show that the gain
in fracture initiation cannot be attributed to densification effects
alone. The decrease in hardness rather indicates a shear softening
accompanied with a smaller driven force for crack initiation in
the glasses with improved fracture behavior.
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